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Abstract—We present the curricular design and learning goals of an upper-level undergraduate course that covers a wide breadth of topics in parallel and distributed computing (PDC), while also providing students with depth of experience and development of problem solving, programming, and analysis skills. We discuss lessons learned from our experiences teaching this course over the past 10 years, and discuss changes and improvements we have made in its offerings, as well as choices and trade-offs we made to achieve a balance, in a single course, between breadth and depth of topic across these two huge fields. Evaluations from students support that our approach works well meeting the goals of exposing students to a broad range of PDC topics, building important PDC thinking and programming skills, and meeting other pedagogical goals of an advance upper-level undergraduate CS course. Although our single course design was created due to constraints common to smaller schools that have fewer faculty resources, smaller curricula, and often fewer required courses for their majors, our experiences with this course lead us to conclude that it is a good approach for an advanced undergraduate course on PDC at any institution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ubiquity of multi-core processors, accelerators, cloud computing, clusters, and other parallel and distributed platforms, and the explosion of applications of parallel and distributed computing solutions to an increasingly diverse range of disciplines, has resulted in PDC knowledge and skills being a core part of undergraduate computing curricula. Recent ACM and IEEE curricular guidelines highlight the importance of PDC topics: the ACM-IEEE CS2013 Curriculum [1] added a new knowledge area in Parallel and Distributed computing; and the NSF/IEEE-TCPP Curriculum Guidelines [2] further specify expanded details on PDC curricula, and provide guidance and support for incorporating these topics into the undergraduate computing curriculum.

These efforts highlight the importance of incorporating PDC topics throughout the curriculum, as well as expanding upper-level undergraduate course offerings whose primary focus is on parallel and distributed computing.

Smaller institutions, such as liberal arts colleges, have more limited faculty resources, fewer curricular offerings, and often a shallower prerequisite structure to their CS major than departments at larger institutions. Large universities often have several course offerings on parallel and distributed systems, architecture, languages, or algorithms as part of their curricula. At smaller institutions, there is often a single upper-level course devoted to a parallel or distributed computing topic, limiting students’ exposure to this increasingly important field. As a result, it is important to expose undergraduate students to a large breadth of PDC topics in what may be their only course option devoted to advanced study in PDC. Our course was developed in this context, under these curricular and teaching constraints common to smaller departments.

In this paper we present the design of a single course on parallel and distributed computing for undergraduates [3]. It has an overall goal of exposing students to a large breadth of parallel and distributed computing topics. Our course is designed as an advanced upper-level undergraduate course, with curricular and pedagogical goals of preparing students for graduate studies in CS, and specific PDC curricular goals of teaching students programming and problem solving skills that will help prepare them for PDC related careers. The ideal student in our course is a senior major who has completed most of the CS major requirements. In practice, we often have juniors and a handful of sophomore pre-majors in the course, which means that we need to provide some extra scaffolding to support a broad range of student backgrounds in CS.

We structure the course as a mixed lecture-style and seminar-style course. The seminar portion includes weekly in-class discussions of PDC research papers, a large independent course project, and multiple writing and oral presentations. The lecture portion includes traditional lectures on PDC systems, languages, algorithms and analyses, in-class problem solving activities, lab assignments on a wide range of parallel and distributed programming languages and tools, and practice designing and running large-scale experiments.

Prior to this course, we offered a traditional distributed systems class run purely in seminar-style. As PDC has become more pervasive, we were less satisfied with a course that focused only on distributed systems, and we wanted to expand coverage of parallel computing topics, including languages, tools, architectures, systems, algorithms, applications, and broader analyses. Our desire to include more of this content was a significant driver of the development of this course.

On the surface, a single course that tries to cover the breadth of PDC is a bad idea. These two huge field span
most of CS, and are increasingly growing, pervasive, and complex. Trying to “do it all” is impossible and even trying to get close is likely to result in an unsatisfactory learning experience.

In designing a course like ours, it is important to keep in mind that you can’t do it all, and instead seek to provide a balance between a large degree of breadth of topic coverage and problem solving, while also including many opportunities for in-depth coverage and developing deeper problem solving, programming, analysis, and research skills. Our course is designed to attempt this balance.

To date, we have taught our course 5 times over the past 10 years. We have learned many lessons along the way for effectively designing and implementing a single course curriculum that covers a huge range of topics and learning goals. And, although our course was initially designed due to constraints of CS at a small liberal arts college, we like the breadth of coverage in this single course, and find its design to be a good undergraduate-level course introducing these fields. As a result, even in a larger and more resource-rich department that has a large number of course offerings in PDC topics, we think this is a good design for an undergraduate level course in PDC. It provides a good balance between breadth of exposure to topic and ideas with depth of understanding, and we recommend our course for any undergraduate curriculum, regardless of the constraints of a particular institution.

In Section II we present related work in PDC curriculum, tools and learning. In Section III we present details of our curriculum and its learning goals, discuss trade-offs, and present details of lab, writing, and active learning assignments we use. In Section IV we present evaluations by students who have taken the course. And in Sections V and VI we present our evaluation of the course, and discuss changes we have made and lessons we have learned.

II. RELATED WORK

Motivated by the increasing importance of PDC knowledge as a part of the core undergraduate CS curricula, as well as by growing demand for PDC skills by the work force, there have been numerous contributions to help educators incorporate and expand coverage of PDC in their curricula. Some of these include model curricula and pedagogical guides [4]–[10], and numerous teaching tools, training, workshops, and other resources [11]–[13].

There has also been work related to active learning and collections of unplugged classroom activities for teaching PDC concepts [14]–[17]. Most of these are aimed at introductory sequence CS courses introducing parallel concepts and parallel thinking. Our use of in-class activities is aimed at upper-level undergraduate courses.

To our knowledge, ours is the only course that balances covering a large breadth of PDC topics with some in-depth study and investigation, that mixes a seminar-style paper reading and discussion and project-based experience with more traditional lecture and active learning experiences, that includes many written and oral presentation components, that fits at the level of an advanced upper-level undergraduate course, and that is particularly designed for institutions with room for only one upper-level course devoted exclusively to PDC.

III. COURSE DETAILS

The topics we cover span the two huge fields of parallel and distributed computing, each of which touch most parts of CS, including architecture, systems, algorithms, applications, languages, and tools. Any sub-area alone could fill an entire course. Thus, our single course curriculum must be broad enough to touch on much of this vast range of topics. A single course cannot cover everything, nor cover all topics in the same amount of depth that a course with a narrower focus could, such as a course on parallel algorithms. However, to be a successful learning experience it must provide multiple opportunities for both depth of coverage and depth in development of problem solving and PDC thinking skills.

Our approach is to focus on fundamental topics across a broad range of areas in this field, through research paper reading and discussion, lecture, and lab activities. We select a specific theme to unify topics and to develop deeper analytic skills. And we also provide an opportunity for deep investigation into a specific topic through an independent course project.

Each week, there is a seminar-style paper discussion meeting and a lecture-style class meeting. Additionally, our course has a scheduled lab meeting each week that we use to introduce resources and tools necessary for assigned lab work and course projects.

The primary learning goals of the course are to:

- understand the fundamental questions in parallel and distributed computing and analyze different solutions to these questions.
- understand different parallel and distributed programming paradigms and algorithms, and gain practice in implementing and testing solutions using these.
- analyze and critically discuss research papers, both in writing and orally.
- formulate and evaluate a hypothesis by proposing, implementing and testing a project, and relating one’s project to prior research via a review of related literature.
- write a coherent, complete paper describing and evaluating a project.
- orally present a clear and accessible summary of a research work.

Additionally, our course satisfies the college’s requirements of a writing intensive course.
A. Student Preparation

Our institution, like most liberal arts colleges, has a shallow pre-requisite structure. We start with a traditional CS1 course, followed by two intermediate-level courses (data structures and algorithms, and introduction to computer systems), which serve as the only prerequisites to all upper-level courses. Upper-level courses are divided into three groups: theory and algorithms; systems; and applications. Majors are required to take 5 upper-level courses, at least one from each group.

Our intermediate-level introduction to systems course was first added in 2012. It introduces computer organization, operating systems, and parallel computing, focusing on shared memory parallelism and threads. Students in this course learn C, assembly, and pthreads programming. This class is the keystone in a redesign of our curriculum [7] that introduces parallelism early, allowing room to add and expand parallel and distributed topics in many of our upper-level courses that are not focused on PDC.

Because all students now enter our PDC course with experience in shared memory parallelism and pthreads programming, we are able to immediately start with reviewing what they know about parallel computing rather than introducing parallelism. This allows us to expand breadth and depth of PDC coverage in our course.

B. Paper Reading and Discussion

Each week students are assigned one or two papers to read for class discussion. We split the larger classes into two sections to foster a smaller seminar experience and to ensure all students have appropriate opportunity to participate. We provide students with instruction on how to read CS research papers, and we use reading groups and reaction notes assignments with each reading.

1) Reading Groups and Reaction Notes: To help prepare students for in-class discussion we use paper reading groups and assign reaction notes that are due before the in-class discussion of the weekly paper reading assignment. Every student is assigned to a reading group that is required to meet before the in-class discussion and after each group member has read the paper(s). Reading groups discuss the assigned papers and draft their group’s reaction notes.

There are three parts to reaction notes: a high-level summary of the main idea of the paper; an answer to a focused question about the paper; and a list of 2-4 questions from the group’s discussion of the paper, ones they feel are most interesting or unresolved. Group members take turns finalizing and submitting the write-up of the group’s reaction notes, which are due before class. Instructors usually have time to skim through reaction notes prior to in-class discussion; this helps us to call on students who are reluctant participators to answer a question we know their group discussed, or to see if there are some common misconceptions, interesting analyses, or questions that we should include.

The reading group meetings ensure that students are better prepared for in-class discussion and result in better participation and deeper discussions in class. They also seem to put students more at ease participating in class discussions.

2) Selecting Papers and Paper Topics: The focus of paper topics differs in the first and second halves of the course. In the first half, papers focus on languages, tools, and libraries for parallel and distributed computing. This gives students background on tools they will use in labs and course projects. In the second half, papers focus more broadly on PDC topics such as cloud computing, grid computing, distributed file systems, peer-to-peer systems, security, green computing, consensus, and fault tolerance. We choose more systems topics because this course satisfies a Systems requirement for our major.

In addition to the spread of paper topics, earlier papers must be more accessible than papers assigned later in the semester, after students know more of the field and have more practice reading, analyzing, and discussing papers. In general, we find that foundational papers on a topic, and summary papers of a field, tend to be more accessible. The former generally do not assume the reader has a large background in the field, and the latter tend to be written for a more general audience.

Because students do not read a paper and prepare for in-class discussion before the first week of class, we often use the first week discussion meeting for a group building Guild exercise [18]. We find this helps students see the different strengths individuals bring to the group, and this often helps alleviate group and partnership difficulties.

Additionally, we assign as the first “paper” an oral presentation by reading groups on a particular parallel or distributed system. Each group is assigned a different type of system (e.g. MPP, cluster, gpu, cloud, SMP), and we suggest particular examples of each type on which they can focus their presentation, including many taken from the Top500 and Green500 lists [19]. Groups prepare an oral presentation of their system and deliver it at the weekly discussion session in the second week of class. This first “paper” assignment has several goals including: effectively working with their reading group; investigating a system; and delivering an oral presentation early in the semester. Students enjoy this exercise learning details about a particular system. It also helps later in the semester to expose students to a range of systems early.

As an example, listed below are the set of weekly paper assignments from the most recent offering of the course in the spring of 2020 (note that the last two paper assignments were cut due to changes in the semester resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic). Additionally, the course webpage [3] includes links to webpages from previous offerings of the course, each of which includes the list of assigned papers from that semester. In weeks with two assigned papers, often one is the main focus paper and the other is a “quick read”
paper that provides additional background or breadth on a topic.

- Oral presentation of a parallel or distributed system.
- “End-to-end arguments in system design” [20], and “The design philosophy of the DARPA Internet Protocols” [21].
- “MPI: a message passing standard for MPP and workstations” [22] and “OpenMP: An Industry Standard API for Shared Memory Programming” [23].
- “Scalable Parallel Programming with CUDA” [24], and “OpenCL: A Parallel Programming Standard for Heterogeneous Computing Systems” [25].
- “TreadMarks: Shared Memory Computing on Networks of Workstations” [26].
- “MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on Large Clusters” [27].
- “Heterogeneous Computing: Here to Stay: Hardware and Software Perspectives” [28], and one of our research papers as an introduction to project ideas related to our work.
- “The Google File System” [29].
- “A Guided Tour through Data-Center Networking” [30], and “A View of Cloud Computing” [31].
- “The Byzantine Generals Problem” [32], and “Simple Testing Can Prevent Most Critical Failures” [33].
- “Chord: A Scalable Peer-to-Peer Lookup Protocol for Internet Applications” [34], and “What Is This Peer-to-Peer About?” [35].
- “Computer Security in the Real World” [36] and “The Internet Worm” [37].

C. Lecture

We use the lecture portion of the course to provide background in parallel and distributed computing topics, and to provide context for weekly paper readings. We include details of specific algorithms, languages, and systems, and introduce metrics for comparison and analyses. We use scalability as the pervasive theme throughout the semester. This theme is a good way to link the disparate set of topics and techniques we discuss, and to provide a common metric for analysis across topics.

Over time, we have expanded our use of group problem solving activities in place of more traditional lecture. These exercises benefit learning and help develop skills in group problem solving and presentation. We designed a set of exercises that span a range of PDC topics and focus on analysis and comparison. The activities use a common structure and include designating specific roles to individuals, namely:

- Group Spokesperson: presents the groups answers/ideas/solutions to the class.
- Group Moderator: runs the group discussion, ensuring that everyone gets a chance to share their ideas and understands the group’s solution.
- Group Note Taker: takes notes on the group’s ideas to help with discussion and presentation.
- Group Timer: ensures the group keeps moving appropriately and stays on task.

All group members participate in group discussion and problem solving, and we ensure that individual students take turns in different roles.

We developed the following problems for these in-class group activities (in a given semester we use most of these):

- Questions on a paper that they read before class. This is given very early in the semester, before the first paper reading and in-class discussion. The goal is to provide a structured practice of some of the types of questions we want them to discuss in their paper reading groups, using an example paper that is very accessible (we use [38]).
- Questions comparing two different types of parallel systems (usually a shared memory and a distributed memory) on several metrics related to parallel computation and overheads, scalability, and types of parallelism each support well. This exercise serves as a good introduction to a number of topics and themes that we revisit throughout the course.
- Developing a parallel algorithm for computing an operation or function (e.g. sum). This includes big O analysis and evaluating parallel overheads and scalability expectations and limits of their algorithm. Students often come up with unexpected techniques, resulting in lively discussions and often providing a lead-in to techniques we present in later lectures.
- Developing an algorithm to determine an ordering of events in a distributed system. This exercise replaces a lecture on time and event ordering in distributed systems. We have been surprised that students come up with ideas similar to Lamport’s Happens-Before [39] relation for partial ordering, and centralized (and sometimes decentralized) solutions for agreeing to a total ordering.
- Shorter assignments analyzing different algorithms presented in lecture. They compute both big O complexity in terms of N and P, but also consider parallel and distributed overheads, including those due to remote memory access, and synchronization and communication. We typically do several of these each semester.

Over the years we have replaced more pure lecture with these group problem solving activities, resulting in noticeable improvements in students problem solving, engagement, and oral presentation skills, and with their comfort level participating in class. We still use more traditional lecture, and feel it is important and has its place, but we intersperse lecture with these group activities to achieve a good balance of topic exposure and to build important skills through practice and application.
D. Lab Assignments

The scheduled lab meeting each week has two purposes: in the first half of the semester, we assign several programming assignments to teach students a wide set of PDC languages and tools; in the second half of the semester, we help with, and monitor progress of, course projects, and introduce tools for experimentation and for writing reports.

The first half labs include:

1) A scalability study of a reworked version of their pthreads GOL program from the introduction to systems course. The goal is to gain practice designing hypotheses and experiments to evaluate hypotheses, and to analyze test results and convey them in written form. It is also a reminder of parallelism, pthreads, and C programming.

2) Implementing a distributed client/server application. The goal is to learn TCP/IP socket programming. We have used two versions of this assignment: a multi-threaded web server and client, and a multi-threaded chat server and client.

3) Implementing a Cuda [40] application using the Paraview [41] library to visualize its parallel computation. The goal is to learn GPGPU programming, making use of visualization to help with debugging and with finding errors in their parallelization. The particular assignment is a 2D fire simulator, similar to GOL. Chosen so students focus more on the CUDA parallelization rather than on the 2D discrete event simulation.

4) Implementing an MPI [22] application (usually odd-even sort), and testing it on an XSEDE [42] cluster. The goal is to learn message passing programming in MPI, to implement an algorithm discussed in class, and to gain practice using XSEDE resources.

5) A shorter OpenMP [23] assignment parallelizing a sequential application. The goal is to learn how to use OpenMP to incrementally parallelize loops given a sequential application starting point.

We cannot cover every language and system in the first half lab assignments, but we design labs to span a range of parallel and distributed computing, choosing examples of commonly used languages and tools. This provides experience with languages and systems that they may use in their course project. With more time, we would add a lab on cloud computing using some implementation of MapReduce [27], and possibly another using a PGAS language [43].

E. Course Project

The independent project component of the course is introduced mid-semester. At this point students have been exposed to a breadth of topics, to programming in different languages and paradigms, to reading and analyzing primary research papers, and to using many tools and resources.

The project must have a main focus on parallel or distributed computing, must include some implementation and experimentation and evaluation, and should be structured around a general question that they are trying to answer. Some groups focus more on implementation, while other groups may have smaller implementation and focus much more on experimentation and analyses (often scalability studies).

We give students some ideas for project topics and invite students to look for projects that combine something they learned in other CS classes with parallel or distributed computing. Students enjoy the open-endedness of this and the opportunity to define their particular project in a broad way.

To help students stay on track for successfully completing their course project, we assign four deliverable parts, including:

1) Project Proposal and Annotated Bibliography. A structured investigation, reading, and writing exercise to help them define their course project and develop a plan to carry it out. The annotated bibliography requires investigative background reading of related work. The proposal includes details of what they are going to do and how they are going to do it. It allows us to give early feedback on their project plan, and tips for tools and resources or related projects that may be helpful.

2) Midway Project Report and Oral Presentation to class. A smaller writing requirement that follows Project Work Week, a full week for students to solely work on their course project. Midway requirements include meeting with the professor and updating their project schedule with changes to their plan and timeline. Following Project Work Week, each group presents their project to the class. It is the first time that groups learn details of other’s projects, and is an opportunity to get feedback from the class. The presentation is also motivation for students to make significant progress on their project during Project Work Week.

3) Final Oral Presentation. Project groups prepare and present their project to the class and the larger CS community. These presentations are similar to CS conference talks in design and content.

4) Written Final Project Report and Demo. Students submit a final project report that is structured like a CS conference or journal paper. We provide guidelines for the structure and focus, links to writing resources, and include a “revise and resubmit” of their report introduction. Students submit their project code and give a demo of their project. The demo is an opportunity for them to show off some of the implementation details, to talk through difficulties they had along the
way, and to discuss features they would add next given more time. It is a nice way to end the course.

Currently, we require that course projects are done in pairs or small groups, and we no longer allow individual course projects. This helps the instructor manage projects as our class enrollments have significantly increased. More importantly, we’ve found that group projects are stronger projects, are much better experiences for our students, and are more successful at achieving the learning goals we have for this experience.

IV. STUDENT EVALUATION

We present results of students’ assessments of our course over its most recent two offerings that include all of the added learning exercises and support and changes we have made to the course over 10 years. Student evaluations from earlier offerings are similar to the ones we present here, but include assessment of parts that we have removed or changed, and miss assessment of parts we have added. The results are from course surveys asking students to evaluate parts of the course, what they learned, and their experiences and feedback about the class.

We asked students about the structure of the class. Overall, students like the balance of paper discussion and lecture (Figure 1a). Among students who would like a different distribution, there was more preference for increasing paper reading and discussion (33%), than for increasing lecture (14%). Almost all students mentioned that they like having both, even those who preferred a different balance. A common theme in responses was summarized by one student who said “both the lecture and discussion taught me a lot and complemented one another.” Another said “I liked this split actually because we were engaging in each section in a different way and were learning content through a variety of means.” A student who strongly preferred more paper reading and discussion explained their reasoning “because actively having to explain and discuss topics forces us to understand the material so much more”, another describes class discussions as “invaluable in deepening my understanding. I loved most of the papers!” Students who wanted more lecture indicated that this was because they wanted to cover more material and background and to “delve into greater details about different topics of the course”. Overall, paper reading and discussion is the part of the course students like best.

We asked students to evaluate how helpful in-lecture group problems were to their understanding of PDC. Overall, we received many “very helpful!” responses to this question (78% in Figure 1b). One student noted that “figuring out/discussing the problems in small groups allowed for more ideas/info than working alone.” Another noted that they were “quite helpful to gain intuition on the various problems we explored.” Students particularly liked problems that were more open-ended. A common theme in responses was summarized by one student who said “discussing ideas with peer[s] was a good way to bootstrap thinking/problem solving.”

Roughly 14% had a neutral opinion about group problems, and 8% found them less helpful than lecture. Those who found them less helpful generally wanted more lecture in order to cover more topics in class. A couple students thought the problems were too easy, while a few more said some were too difficult. Overall, the most common complaint was that some problems were not completed in a single class meeting. We continue refining to avoid this problem, which is exacerbated by the fact that we only have one lecture meeting per week.

Responses to questions about how well reading groups and reaction notes prepared them for in-class discussion were unanimously positive. Students found the reading groups “very helpful” and valued the experience of discussing papers before class. Many comments were similar to a student who said that it “was nice being able to hear the kind of takeaways and questions my classmates got from the same reading”, and others said “the groups ensured I spent more time really trying to understand the papers” and “I felt very prepared for in-class discussion.”

Students similarly felt that reaction notes helped prepare them for paper discussions in class. A common theme in responses was summarized by one student: “I found the group reaction papers helpful in making sure each of us understood the paper, filling in gaps in our understandings, and gave us the opportunity to discuss/prepare for class.” Another student summarized group discussion and reaction notes as “very helpful to help me synthesize information, discuss questions about the papers, and make sure that I kept up with the readings” another said that they resulted in “forcing me to read more carefully and feeling more confident to contribute in class.” The only complaints about reading groups and reaction notes were from earlier offerings of the course where students felt reaction notes grading was unclear. We have since shared our grading rubrics to resolve this issue.

We also asked students about the difficulty of the assigned labs in the first half of the course, and if labs were useful in preparing for course projects. Overall, students found the labs to be very helpful and appropriately challenging, although a bit more challenging than other CS courses. A common theme was summarized by a student: “They were somewhat challenging, but at a reasonable level. They definitely helped prepare us for the course project as we learned how to use various tools for implementing parallel and distributed systems.” Several students mentioned difficulties with relearning C and C++ programming after several semesters using Python in upper-level courses. Most felt that the lab assignment instructions and supporting materials were very helpful, and most felt that they were very good preparation for their course projects. Almost all students
really enjoyed the labs, even those who found some very challenging, and stated that they learned a lot from them. One student summarized the common response well: “Great labs, always a good degree of challenge, was great to have knowledge of different P&D techniques going into the final project.”

Another question asked how well prepared students felt to do the final project. Students almost uniformly felt very well prepared for the project, naming the lab assignments and paper reading, discussions, and reaction notes as being particularly helpful. One student summarized student responses well: “I think the lead up from the first half of the semester to the project was really nice, especially because it seemed like the project was a culmination of what we’ve learned in the first half of the semester. The instructions for each part were very thorough, and it was really helpful guidance! So I feel we were very prepared to do each of the parts of the final project.” Only a couple students felt not as well prepared, but all of these responses were about unexpected time commitments and constraints. In particular, they wished they had more time for their midway project deliverables. Several students who felt well prepared for the project also mentioned that the midway report was a bit too much, and we plan to cut it down some in the future as a result of this feedback. A few students thought there were too many deliverables along the way, but most appreciated the guidance and checkpoints. One student’s comment summarized a common response: “[the professor] provided the necessary resources and guidance to complete each step. It was nice to have built in time to work and check ins throughout to make sure we kept on top of the work.”

We also asked students three questions specific to course learning goals, paraphrased as how has this class affected your:

1) ability to analyze and critically read CS research papers?
2) ability to formulate a research question and implement an experiment to answer the question?
3) ability to write a clear and complete CS research paper?

Universally, students express large improvement in all of these abilities. The only exception was the second question, where some students stated that they already had a lot of experience with this, so their noted improvements were not as large.

Students reported the largest improvements in their ability to critically read and analyze papers. Many expressed sentiments like “I feel like I improved a ton in this regard” or “my ability to read CS research papers has improved dramatically!” All students reported significant gains in their abilities. For example, one student said: “I realized how lost I was reading these papers at first and how seamless it is by the time we were doing it for our final project.” Another said “I feel much more equipped to read and intelligently discuss papers.”

Students also felt the course helped with formulating research questions. Students commonly mentioned improvements in experimentation and hypothesis formulation, such as in “formulating questions to test functionality of a system/program”, in “conducting experiments” and “especially when experiments failed our first few trials”. Students with some prior experience with CS research all mentioned improvements in their abilities. One student summed up a common theme with: “I think the project definitely helped with my skills for formulating research questions! Although I’ve done summer research, the research questions that we had weren’t really mine, so I think this time I had more of an experience in formulating a research question, which was really nice.”

Finally, all students felt their ability to write a CS research paper greatly improved, many using terms like “tremendously” and “dramatically” in their responses. Most who had little to no research and writing experience prior to this course commented similarly to the student who said “I had limited experience writing a computer science research paper and feel my ability has improved significantly.” Another expressed that “I feel like I learned a lot about what’s expected of scientific writing in this class.” Some mentioned how helpful the paper writing guidelines were to them: the
“outlines you provided for us for our project reports were really helpful in starting a foundation for how to write papers like this for computer science.” Students also reported that paper reading and discussion helped with writing their own paper.

Finally, we asked students why they took the course, if it met their expectations, and if they had any additional suggestions and feedback.

The two most common reasons for taking the course were to satisfy the Systems requirement for the major and to learn more about PDC. Universally, students enjoyed the course and felt like they got a lot out of it. “I learned a ton and really enjoyed the class.” Students who took it just to satisfy a requirement were often surprised by how much they enjoyed the course and how much they learned: “I actually ended up learning a lot more than I expected and understanding a field that I previously hadn’t given much thought to. This was by far my most enjoyable CS class yet, even if I did find it quite challenging.” Students who took it because of an interest in PDC topics felt like they learned many useful skills, and that it “did a great job of helping me understand these concepts.”

Students unanimously enjoyed the class, felt challenged by it, and felt that they learned a lot from it. Paper reading and discussion was the most popular part, one student summarizing a common theme: “I loved the opportunity to have a seminar type CS course, which is a type of course I wished the CS department had more of”. The PDC topics were also mentioned as important and “great to learn”, and the labs as providing useful practice in PDC.

Overall, students found the course workload a bit high, but manageable and very worthwhile. Over the years we have added more guidelines and help, and reduced some content, but we feel there is still room to tweak the lab and final project workload a little, while still maintaining the primary purpose of these activities.

A. Remote Class Experience

In the spring 2020 offering of the course, we moved to all-remote teaching halfway through the semester due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We asked students about their experiences with the on-line transition and what worked well and not so well. Their responses matched our impressions well. Students thought the lecture and paper discussions transitioned pretty well to on-line. One student noted that the “small interactive seminars are much more conducive for remote learning than larger lectures”. Dividing the class in half for paper discussions helped to make this transition to on-line easier than in a large lecture.

Students felt that labs and projects were the most difficult to do remotely, some expressing they were “much more difficult” to do in this setting. In response to moving to all-remote instruction we offered students a second course project option that was an in-depth research report with little to no implementation and testing. Most groups chose this option, and those that did felt that the original project requirements would have been much more difficult to satisfy working remotely.

Our observations agree with students. Overall, the course transitioned fairly well to on-line. We had the advantage of the first half of the semester being in-person, so students were already used to working in groups. The more seminar-style parts of the course transitioned better, as did the more pure lecture content. Final project presentations also worked very well remotely. In-class group problem solving was the least satisfying on-line. We used Zoom break-out sessions, which functionally worked well, but were very isolating, with no easy way for us to read the room, suggest hints or directions to the entire class, listen into group’s problem solving in a non-intrusive way, or easily identify groups that were stuck or not functioning well. We had students use google docs in Zoom break-out sessions as a way to partially address these challenges, but it was the part of the class where both students and instructors noticed a significant loss from the in-person experience.

A few groups attempted the original course project that includes implementation and testing, and were successful in completing strong projects. Most groups, however, chose the alternate option. The groups that attempted the original project expressed how difficult it was, and felt they were not able to make as much progress as they would have in-person. We also found it more difficult to help students on these types of projects in an all-remote setting. Overall, we were surprised by the high quality of final projects this semester, under the circumstances of an unexpected remote semester, and also with the college going to an all pass/fail grading for the semester, which may have removed some motivation for devoting a lot of time and effort to projects. The final presentation may have helped motivate them some, but we believe that the fact that students pick a project topic that they are interested in learning more about was a primary motivation for them to work hard.

Due to its structure, our course may be one that is easier to transition to all on-line than a more traditional course with lecture, labs, and exams. We also have no doubt that the transition was easier due to having students in-person for the first half of the semester. An only remote offering would have been much more difficult for both students and faculty, and given our observations of the transition, we are certain that students would not have learned as much in an all on-line offering.

V. Instructor Evaluation

Overall, we feel that our course is designed well to meet its learning goals, and to cover much of the breadth of PDC while still providing depth. Students like the mix of lecture, labs, and paper reading and discussion, and we plan to keep this mix as it is. One planned improvement to in-class problems is to work on the timing to better ensure that
they are completed within a single class meeting; particularly because the lecture portion meets only once per week, it is difficult for groups to pick up from where they left off. Reducing the number of questions with each exercise, and being a bit more mindful of timing, will help us with this in the future.

The paper readings and discussions and final projects are the most satisfying parts of the course, both to the students and the instructor. We observe large improvements in students’ reading, writing, analyzing and oral presentation in this class. Although some students wish for all seminar style, most appreciate the mix of lecture and paper discussion, and we also feel that this works well for an undergraduate level course, particularly one in a CS curriculum without a deep prerequisite hierarchy.

We have had difficulty finding an appropriate textbook for this course, as there is not one alone that covers the breadth of topics in our class. In the past we used Lin and Snyder [44] for its focus on analyzing scalability of parallel algorithms and including analyses of memory and synchronization costs. The difficulty is that this content fits only a small portion of our course’s topics, and students are unhappy paying for a textbook that is not used on a weekly basis. Currently, we use a mix of our own and other on-line resources, textbooks, tutorials, and references [45]–[48].

We are often amazed by what students accomplish in this class. All students improve in their confidence and abilities participating in class, and in their abilities to problem solve, analyze solutions, and ask important questions in PDC. We also have had several students do further work on their course project and get CS research paper or poster publications from their efforts. For students pursuing graduate studies in particular, this course is good preparation with its focus on reading, writing, presentations, and designing and carrying out an independent project.

VI. Lessons Learned

This is not a course that we would have developed had it not been for some of the constraints imposed by a small liberal arts college. In fact, trying to do it all is a recipe for failure. However, there are a few keys to making this successful.

The first is being willing to give up a lot of important topics and interesting and cutting edge papers that you would like to discuss. It will hurt, but it is obviously impossible to do it all, and it works much better to focus on accessible papers across the breadth of topics. Often these are survey papers or more foundational papers on a topic. Fewer papers also ensures students have time to read research papers appropriately for understanding and to be prepared for in-depth discussion. Over the years we have cut the total number of papers assigned, and the result is that students are better at reading and discussing them.

The second is designing the course around an overarching theme to link the topics and provide a common depth of focus. We chose scalability as a common theme that we apply over and over to a broad range of topics and contexts.

The third is to ensure multiple opportunities for depth within the main breadth of topic coverage. A course that is all high-level survey will not develop the same parallel and distributed thinking and analysis skills. The course project is the primary way in which we achieve depth of coverage, but paper reading and discussion, in-class problem solving exercises, the focus of some lecture content, and lab assignments also provide depth.

The fourth is to give students practice with a wide range of PDC programming languages and tools. This helps students to problem solve in different contexts, and to compare different types of systems and applications. Teaching just a single language or paradigm does not as easily develop more broad PDC problem solving skills.

Finally, we suggest instructors tailor the course to their specialty or interests. Although a course like this includes broad coverage of systems, algorithms, tools, and languages, there is still an opportunity to focus more generally on areas of your expertise or ones in which you want to learn more. For us, systems has been a larger focus, but algorithms, languages, or applications could equally be the larger focus. We also try to incorporate one or two papers or lectures on topics of specific interest to us. This is a good way to provide depth in a subfield, to spark student interest in your own work, and to provide students with some background instruction to prepare them for projects based on your research area.

One of the most difficult parts of designing a course like this is giving up some content and important pedagogical experiences in order to maintain a good balance between breadth and depth. Identifying and focusing on the primary learning outcomes helps to prevent introducing a workload that is counter productive to these goals.

VII. Conclusions

We presented the design and implementation details of our undergraduate-level course on parallel and distributed computing. Our course covers a large breadth of these two immense fields, while also developing depth in PDC thinking, problem-solving, programming, and analysis skills. Its active learning exercises, paper reading and discussion, and large course project further develop important skills for students entering graduate school or the workforce.

Although our course was initially designed due to constraints of CS in a small institution, we like the breadth of coverage in this single course, and find its design to be a good undergraduate-level course introducing these fields. From our 10 years developing and teaching our “doing it all in one course” curriculum, we feel that a course like ours would work well at any institution because it provides a large
view of two huge fields that undergraduate students may not otherwise see, and its design includes many opportunities for depth in specific topics and learning; this is an undergraduate course we would want to teach regardless of the constraints of our institution.
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